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ABSTRACT
The problem of organizing information for multido ument
summarization so that the generated summary is oherent
has re eived relatively little attention. In this paper, we
des ribe two naive ordering te hniques and show that they
do not perform well. We present an integrated strategy for
ordering information, ombining onstraints from hronologi al order of events and ohesion. This strategy was derived
from empiri al observations based on experiments asking humans to order information. Evaluation of our augmented
algorithm shows a signi ant improvement of the ordering
over the two naive te hniques we used as baseline.

1. INTRODUCTION
Multido ument summarization poses a number of new
hallenges over single do ument summarization. Resear hers
have already investigated issues su h as identifying repetitions or ontradi tions a ross input do uments and determining whi h information is salient enough to in lude in the
summary [1, 3, 6, 11, 15, 19℄. One issue that has re eived
little attention is how to organize the sele ted information
so that the output summary is oherent. On e all the relevant pie es of information have been sele ted a ross the
input do uments, the summarizer has to de ide in whi h
order to present them so that the whole text makes sense.
In single do ument summarization, one possible ordering of
the extra ted information is provided by the input do ument itself. However, [10℄ observed that, in single do ument
summaries written by professional summarizers, extra ted
senten es do not retain their pre eden e orders in the summary. Moreover, in the ase of multiple input do uments,
this does not provide a useful solution: information may
be drawn from di erent do uments and therefore, no one
do ument an provide an ordering. Furthermore, the order
between two pie es of information an hange signi antly
from one do ument to another.
We investigate onstraints on ordering in the ontext of
multido ument summarization. We rst des ribe two naive
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ordering algorithms, used in several systems and show that
they do not yield satisfa tory results. The rst, Majority
Ordering, is riti ally linked to the level of similarity of the
information ordering a ross the input texts. But many times
input texts have di erent stru ture, and therefore, this algorithm is not a eptable. The se ond, Chronologi al Ordering, an produ e good results when the information is
event-based and an, therefore, be ordered based on temporal o uren e. However, texts do not always refer to events.
We have ondu ted experiments to identify additional onstraints using a manually built olle tion of multiple orderings of texts. These experiments show that ohesion as an
important onstraint. While it is re ognized in the generation ommunity that ohesion is a ne essary feature for a
generated text, we provide an operational way to automatially ensure ohesion when ordering senten es in an output
summary. We augment the Chronologi al Ordering algorithm with a ohesion onstraint, and ompare it to the
naive algorithms.
Our framework is the MultiGen system [15℄, a domain independent multido ument summarizer whi h has been trained
and tested on news arti les. In the following se tions, we
rst give an overview of MultiGen. We then des ribe the
two naive ordering algorithms and evaluate them. We follow
this with a study of multiple orderings produ ed by humans.
This allows us to determine how to improve the Chronologial Ordering algorithm using ohesion as an additional onstraint. The last se tion des ribes the augmented algorithm
along with its evaluation.

2. MULTIGEN OVERVIEW
MultiGen operates on a set of news arti les des ribing
the same event. It reates a summary whi h synthesizes
ommon information a ross do uments. In the ase of multido ument summarization of arti les about the same event,
sour e arti les an ontain both repetitions and ontradi tions. Extra ting all the similar senten es would produ e a
verbose and repetitive summary, while extra ting only some
of the similar senten es would produ e a summary biased
towards some sour es. MultiGen uses a omparison of extra ted similar senten es to sele t the appropriate phrases
to in lude in the summary and reformulates them as a new
text.
MultiGen onsists of an analysis and a generation omponent. The analysis omponent [7℄ identi es units of text
whi h onvey similar information a ross the input do uments using statisti al te hniques and shallow text analysis. On e similar text units are identi ed, we luster them

into themes. Themes are sets of senten es from di erent
do uments that ontain repeated information and do not
ne essarily ontain senten es from all the do uments. For
ea h theme, the generation omponent [1℄ identi es phrases
whi h are in the interse tion of the theme senten es, and
sele ts them as part of the summary. The interse tion senten es are then ordered to produ e a oherent text.

3. NAIVE ORDERING ALGORITHMS ARE
NOT SUFFICIENT
When produ ing a summary, any multido ument summarization system has to hoose in whi h order to present the
output senten es. In this se tion, we des ribe two algorithms
for ordering senten es suitable for domain independent multido ument summarization. The rst algorithm, Majority
Ordering (MO), relies only on the original orders of senten es in the input do uments. It is the rst solution one an
think of when addressing the ordering problem. The se ond
one, Chronologi al Ordering (CO) uses time related features
to order senten es. We analyze this strategy be ause it was
originally implemented in MultiGen and followed by other
summarization systems [18℄. In the MultiGen framework,
ordering senten es is equivalent to ordering themes and we
des ribe the algorithms in terms of themes, but the onepts an be adapted to other summarization systems su h
as [3℄. Our evaluation shows that these methods alone do
not provide an adequate strategy for ordering.

3.1

is NP- omplete; this an be shown by redu ing the traveling salesman problem to this problem. Despite this fa t, we
still an apply this ordering, be ause typi ally the length of
the output summary is limited to a small number of senten es. For longer summaries, the approximation algorithm
des ribed in [4℄ an be applied. Figures 1 and 2 show examples of produ ed summaries.
The main problem with this strategy is that it an produ e several orderings with the same weight. This happens
when there is a tie between two opposite orderings. In this
situation, this strategy does not provide enough onstraints
to determine one optimal ordering; one order is hosen randomly among the orders with maximal weight.
The man a used of rebombing two Manhattan subways
in 1994 was onvi ted Thursday after the jury reje ted the
notion that the drug Proza led him to ommit the rimes.
He was found guilty of two ounts of attempted murder,
14 ounts of rst-degree assault and two ounts of riminal
possession of a weapon.
In De ember 1994, Leary ignited rebombs on two Manhattan subway trains. The se ond blast injured 50 people { 16
seriously, in luding Leary.
Leary wanted to extort money from the Transit Authority.
The defense argued that Leary was not responsible for his
a tions be ause of "toxi psy hosis" aused by the Proza .
Figure 1: A summary produ ed using the Majority Or-

dering algorithm, graded as Good.

Majority Ordering

3.1.1 The Algorithm
Typi ally, in single do ument summarization, the order
of senten es in the output summary is determined by their
order in the input text. This strategy an be adapted to
multido ument summarization. Consider two themes, T h1
and T h2 ; if senten es from T h1 pre eed senten es from T h2
in all input texts, then presenting T h1 before T h2 is an a eptable order. But, when the order between senten es from
T h1 and T h2 varies from one text to another, this strategy
is not valid anymore. One way to de ne the order between
T h1 and T h2 is to adopt the order o
uring in the majority
of the texts where T h1 and T h2 o ur. This strategy de nes
a pairwise order between themes. However, this pairwise relation is not transitive; for example, given the themes T h1
and T h2 o uring in a text, T h2 and T h3 o uring in another
text, and T h3 and T h1 o uring in a third text, there is a
on i t between the orders (T h1 ; T h2 ; T h3 ) and (T h3 ; T h1 ).
Sin e transitivity is a ne essary ondition for a relation to be
alled an order, this relation does not form a global order.
We, therefore, have to expand this pairwise relation to
a global order. In other words, we have to nd a linear
order between themes whi h maximizes the agreement between the orderings imposed by the input texts. For ea h
pair of themes, T h and T h , we keep two ounts, C and
C
| C is the number of input texts in whi h senten es
from T h o ur before senten es from T h and C is the
same for the opposite order. The weight of a linear order
(T h 1 ; : : : ; T h k ) is de ned as the sum of the ounts for every
pair C l m , su h that i  i and l; m 2 f1 : : : kg. Stating
this problem in terms of a dire ted graph where nodes are
themes, and a vertex from T h to T h has for weight C ,
we are looking for a path with maximal weight whi h traverses ea h node exa tly on e. Unfortunately this problem
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A man armed with a handgun has surrendered to Spanish
authorities, pea efully ending a hija king of a Moro an jet.
OÆ ials in Spain say a person ommandeered the plane.
After the plane was dire ted to Spain, the hija ker said he
wanted to be taken to Germany.
After several hours of negotiations, authorities onvin ed
the person to surrender early today.
Poli e said the man had a pistol, but a Moro an se urity
sour e in Rabat said the gun was likely a \toy".
There were no reported injuries.
OÆ ials in Spain say the Boeing 737 left Casablan a, Moro o, Wednesday night with 83 passengers and a nine- person rew headed for Tunis, Tunisia.
Spanish authorities dire ted the plane to an isolated se tion
of El Prat Airport and oÆ ials began negotiations.
Figure 2: A summary produ ed using the Majority Or-

dering algorithm, graded as Poor.

3.1.2 Evaluation
We asked three human judges to evaluate the order of
information in 20 summaries produ ed using the MO algorithm into three ategories| Poor, Fair and Good. We dene a Poor summary, in an operational way, as a text whose
readability would be signi antly improved by reordering its
senten es. A Fair summary is a text whi h makes sense but
reordering of some senten es an yield a better readability.
Finally, a summary whi h annot be further improved by
any senten e reordering is onsidered a Good summary.
The judges were asked to grade the summaries taking only
into a ount the order in whi h the information is presented.
To help them fo us on this aspe t of the texts, we resolved
dangling referen es beforehand. Figure 8 shows the grades
assigned to the summaries using majority to ombine the

judges grades. In our experiments, judges had strong agreement; they never gave three di erent grades to a summary.
The MO algorithm produ es a small number of Good summaries, but most of the summaries were graded as Fair. For
instan e, the summary graded Good shown in Figure 1 orders the information in a natural way; the text starts with
a senten e summary of the event, then the out ome of the
trial is given, a reminder of the fa ts that aused the trial
and a possible explanation of the fa ts. Looking at the Good
summaries produ ed by MO, we found that it performs well
when the input arti les follow the same order when presenting the information. In other words, the algorithm produ es
a good ordering if the input arti les orderings have high
agreement.
On the other hand, when analyzing Poor summaries, as in
Figure 2, we observe that the input texts have very di erent
orderings. By trying to maximize the agreement of the input
texts orderings, MO produ es a new ordering that doesn't
o ur in any input text. The ordering is, therefore, not guaranteed anymore to be a eptable. An example of a new produ ed ordering is given in Figure 2. The summary would be
more readable if several senten es were moved around (the
last senten e would be better pla ed before the fourth senten e be ause they both talk about the Spanish authorities
handling the hija king).
This algorithm an be used to order senten es a urately
if we are ertain that the input texts follow similar organizations. This assumption may hold in limited domains.
However, in our ase, the input texts we are pro essing do
not have su h regularities. MO's performan e riti ally depends on the quality of the input texts, therefore, we should
design an ordering strategy whi h better ts our input data.
From here on, we will fo us only on the Chronologi al Ordering algorithm and ways to improve it.

dates. This also holds for arti les oming from di erent
news agen ies. We never en ountered two arti les with the
same publi ation date during the development of MultiGen.
Thus, the publi ation date serves as a unique identi er over
arti les. As a result, when two themes have the same publi ation date, it means that they both are reported for the
rst time in the same arti le.
Our Chronologi al Ordering (CO) algorithm takes as input a set of themes and orders them hronologi ally whenever possible. Ea h theme is assigned a date orresponding
to its rst publi ation. This establishes a partial order over
the themes. When two themes have the same date (that is,
they are reported for the rst time in the same arti le) we
sort them a ording to their order of presentation in this arti le. We have now a omplete order over the input themes.
To implement this algorithm in MultiGen, we sele t for
ea h theme the senten e that has the earliest publi ation
date. We all it the time stamp senten e and assign its
publi ation date as the time stamp of the theme. Figures 3
and 4 show examples of produ ed summaries using CO.

3.2

Ordering algorithm graded as Good.

Chronological Ordering

3.2.1 The Algorithm
Multido ument summarization of news typi ally deals with
arti les published on di erent dates, and arti les themselves
over events o urring over a wide range in time. Using
hronologi al order in the summary to des ribe the main
events helps the user understand what has happened. It
seems like a natural and appropriate strategy. As mentioned
earlier, in our framework, we are ordering themes; in this
strategy, we therefore need to assign a date to themes. To
identify the date an event o ured requires a detailed interpretation of temporal referen es in arti les. While there
have been re ent developments in disambiguating temporal
expressions and event ordering [12℄, orrelating events with
the date on whi h they o urred is a hard task. In our ase,
we approximate the theme time by its rst publi ation date;
that is, the rst time the theme has been reported in our
set of input arti les. It is an a eptable approximation for
news events; the rst publi ation date of an event usually
orresponds to its o urren e in real life. For instan e, in a
terrorist atta k story, the theme onveying the atta k itself
will have a date previous to the date of the theme des ribing
a trial following the atta k.
Arti les released by news agen ies are marked with a publi ation date, onsisting of a date and a time with three elds
(hour, minutes and se onds). Arti les from the same news
agen y are, then, guaranteed to have di erent publi ation

One of four people a used along with former Pakistani
Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif has agreed to testify against
him in a ase involving possible hija king and kidnapping
harges, a prose utor said Wednesday.
Raja Quereshi, the attorney general, said that the former
Civil Aviation Authority hairman has already given a statement to poli e.
Sharif's lawyer dismissed the news when speaking to reporters after Sharif made an appearan e before a judi ial
magistrate to hear witnesses give statements against him.
Sharif has said he is inno ent.
The allegations stem from an alleged attempt to divert
a plane bringing army hief General Pervez Musharraf to
Kara hi from Sri Lanka on O tober 12.
Figure 3: A summary produ ed using the Chronologi al

Thousands of people have attended a eremony in Nairobi
ommemorating the rst anniversary of the deadly bombings
atta ks against U.S. Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.
Saudi dissident Osama bin Laden, a used of masterminding
the atta ks, and nine others are still at large.
President Clinton said, "The intended vi tims of this vi ious
rime stood for everything that is right about our ountry
and the world".
U.S. federal prose utors have harged 17 people in the
bombings.
Albright said that the mourning ontinues.
Kenyans are observing a national day of mourning in honor
of the 215 people who died there.
Figure 4: A summary produ ed using the Chronologi al

Ordering algorithm graded as Poor.

3.2.2 Evaluation
Following the same methodology we used for the MO algorithm evaluation, we asked three human judges to grade
20 summaries generated by the system using the CO algorithm applied to the same olle tion of input texts. The
results are shown in Figure 8.
Our rst suspi ion was that our approximation deviates
too mu h from the real hronologi al order of events, and,

therefore, lowers the quality of senten e ordering. To verify this hypothesis, we identi ed senten es that broke the
original hronologi al order and restored the ordering manually. Interestingly, the displa ed senten es were mainly
ba kground information. The evaluation of the modi ed
summaries shows a slight but not visible improvement.
When omparing Good (Figure 3) and Poor (Figure 4)
summaries, we noti e two phenomena: rst, many of the
badly pla ed senten es annot be ordered based on their
temporal o uren e. For instan e, in Figure 4, the senten e
quoting Clinton is not one event in the sequen e of events
being des ribed, but rather a rea tion to the main events.
This is also true for the senten e reporting Albright's rea tion. Assigning a date to a rea tion, or more generally to
any senten e onveying ba kground information, and pla ing it into the hronologi al stream of the main events does
not produ e a logi al ordering. The ordering of these themes
is therefore not overed by the CO algorithm.
The se ond phenomenon we observed is that Poor summaries typi ally ontain abrupt swit hes of topi s and general in oheren es. For instan e, in Figure 4, quotes from US
oÆ ials (third and fth senten es) are split and senten es
about the mourning ( rst and sixth senten es) appear too
far apart in the summary. Grouping them together would
in rease the readability of the summary. At this point, we
need to nd additional onstraints to improve the ordering.

senten es of a set so that they form a readable text. Overall, we obtained 100 orderings, ten alternative orderings per
set. Figure 5 shows the ten alternative orderings olle ted
for one set.
We rst observe that a surprising majority of orderings
are di erent. Out of the ten sets, only two sets had some
identi al orderings (in one set, one pair of orderings were
identi al while in the other set, two pairs of orderings were
identi al). In other words, there are many a eptable orderings given one set of senten es. This on rms the intuition
that we do not need to look for a single ideal global ordering
but rather onstru t an a eptable one.
We also noti e that, within the multiple orderings of a
set, some senten es always appear together. They do not
appear in the same order from one ordering to another, but
they share an adja en y relation. From now on, we refer to
them as blo ks. For ea h set, we identify blo ks by lustering senten es. We use as a distan e metri between two senten es the average number of senten es that separate them
over all orderings. In Figure 5, for instan e, the distan e
between the senten es D and G is 2. The blo ks identi ed
by lustering are: senten es B, D, G and I; senten es A and
J; senten es C and F; and senten es E and H.
Parti
Parti
Parti
Parti
Parti
Parti
Parti
Parti
Parti
Parti

4. IMPROVING THE ORDERING:
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
In the previous se tion, we showed that using naive ordering algorithms does not produ e satisfa tory orderings.
In this se tion, we investigate through experiments with humans, how to identify patterns of orderings that an improve
the algorithm.
Senten es in a text an be ordered in a number of ways,
and the text as a whole will still onvey the same meaning.
But undoubtedly, some orders are de nitely una eptable
be ause they break onventions of information presentation.
One way to identify these onventions is to nd ommonalities between di erent a eptable orderings of the same
information. Extra ting regularities in several a eptable
orderings an help us spe ify the main ordering onstraints
for a given input type. Sin e a olle tion of multiple summaries over the same set of arti les doesn't exist, we reated
our own olle tion of multiple orderings produ ed by different humans. Using this olle tion, we studied ommon
behaviors and mapped them to strategies for ordering.
Our olle tion of multiple orderings is available at
http://www. s. olumbia.edu/~noemie/ordering/. It was
built in the following way. We olle ted ten sets of arti les.
Ea h set onsisted of two to three news arti les reporting the
same event. For ea h set, we manually sele ted the interse tion senten es, simulating MultiGen1 . On average, ea h
set ontained 8.8 interse tion senten es. The senten es were
leaned of expli it referen es (for instan e, o urren es of
\the President" were resolved to \President Clinton") and
onne tives, so that parti ipants wouldn't use them as lues
for ordering. Ten subje ts parti ipated in the experiment
and they ea h built one ordering per set of interse tion senten es. Ea h subje t was asked to order the interse tion
1 We performed a manual simulation to ensure that ideal
data was provided to the subje ts of the experiments

ipant
ipant
ipant
ipant
ipant
ipant
ipant
ipant
ipant
ipant

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

DBGIHFCJAE
DGBICFAJEH
DBIGFJAEHC
DCFGIBJAHE
DGBIHFJACE
DGIBFCEHJA
DBGIFCHEJA
DBCFGIEHAJ
DGIBEHFAJC
DBGICFAJEH

Figure 5: Multiple orderings for one set in our

olle -

tion.

We observed that all the blo ks in the experiment orrespond to lusters of topi ally related senten es. These
blo ks form units of text dealing with the same subje t, and
exhibit ohesive properties. For ordering, we an use this to
opportunisti ally group senten es together that all refer to
the same topi .
Colle ting a set of multiple orderings is an expensive task;
it is diÆ ult and time onsuming for a human to order senten es from s rat h. Furthermore, to dis over signi ant
ommonalities a ross orderings, many multiple orderings of
the same set are ne essary. We plan to extend our olle tion
and we are on dent that it will provide more insights on
ordering. Still, the existing olle tion enables us to identify
ohesion as an important fa tor for ordering. We des ribe
next how we integrate the ohesion onstraint in the CO
algorithm.

5. THE AUGMENTED ALGORITHM
In the output of the CO algorithm, dis uen ies arise when
topi s are distributed over the whole text, violating ohesion
properties [13℄. A typi al s enario is illustrated in Figure 6.
The inputs are texts T1 , T2 , T3 (in order of publi ation).
A1 , A2 and A3 belong to the same theme whose interse tion
senten e is A and similarly for B and C . The themes A and

B are topi ally related, but C is not related. Summary S1 ,
based only on hronologi al lues, ontains two topi al shifts;
from A to C and ba k from C to B . A better summary would
be S2 whi h keeps A and B together.

T1

T2

T3

S1

S2

A1
...
C1

C2
...
A2
B2

A3
B3
...
C3

A

A

C

B

B

C

Figure 6: Input texts T1 T2 T3 are summarized by the
Chronologi al Ordering (S1 ) or by the Augmented algorithm (S2 ).

5.1

The Algorithm

Our goal is to remove dis uen ies from the summary by
grouping together topi ally related themes. This an be
a hieved by integrating ohesion as an additional onstraint
to the CO algorithm. The main te hni al diÆ ulty in inorporating ohesion in our ordering algorithm is to identify and to group topi ally related themes a ross multiple
do uments. In other words, given two themes, we need to
determine if they belong to the same ohesion blo k. For a
single do ument, segmentation [8℄ ould be used to identify
blo ks, but we annot use su h a te hnique to identify ohesion between senten es a ross multiple do uments. The
main reason is that segmentation algorithms exploit the linear stru ture of an input text; in our ase, we want to group
together senten es belonging to di erent texts.
Our solution onsists of the following steps. In a preproessing stage, we segment ea h input text, so that given two
senten es within the same text, we an determine if they
are topi ally related. Assume the themes A and B , where
A ontains senten es (A1 : : : An ), and B ontains senten es
(B1 : : : Bm ). Re all that a theme is a set of senten es onveying similar information drawn from di erent input texts.
We denote #AB to be the number of pairs of senten es
(Ai ; Bj ) whi h appear in the same text, and #AB + to be
the number of senten e pairs whi h appear in the same text
and are in the same segment.
In a rst stage, for ea h pair of themes A and B , we ompute the ratio #AB + =#AB to measure the relatedness of
two themes. This measure takes into a ount both positive
and negative eviden e. If most of the senten es in A and
B that appear together in the same texts are also in the
same segments, it means that A and B are highly topi ally
related. In this ase, the ratio is lose to 1. On the other
hand, if among the texts ontaining senten es from A and
B , only a few pairs are in the same segments, then A and B
are not topi ally related. A ordingly the ratio is lose to 0.
A and B are onsidered related if this ratio is higher than
a predetermined threshold. In our experiments, we set it to
0.6.
This strategy de nes pairwise relations between themes.
A transitive losure of this relation builds groups of related
themes and as a result ensures that themes that do not appear together in any arti le but are both related to a third
theme will still be linked. This reates an even higher degree
of relatedness among themes. Be ause we use a threshold
to establish pairwise relations, the transitive losure does

not produ e elongated hains that ould link together unrelated themes. We are now able to identify topi ally related
themes. At the end of the rst stage, they are grouped into
blo ks.
In a se ond stage, we assign a time stamp to ea h blo k of
related themes, as the earliest time stamp of the themes it
ontains. We adapt the CO algorithm des ribed in 3.2.1 to
work at the level of the blo ks. The blo ks and the themes
orrespond to, respe tively, themes and senten es in the CO
algorithm. By analogy, we an easily show that the adapted
algorithm produ es a omplete order of the blo ks. This
yields a ma ro-ordering of the summary. We still need to
order the themes inside ea h blo k.
In the last stage of the augmented algorithm, for ea h
blo k, we order the themes it ontains by applying the CO
algorithm to them. Figure 7 shows an example of a summary
produ ed by the augmented algorithm.
This algorithm ensures that ohesively related themes will
not be spread over the text, and de reases the number of
abrupt swit hes of topi s. Figure 7 shows how the Augmented algorithm improves the senten e order ompared
with the order in the summary produ ed by the CO algorithm in Figure 4; senten es quoting US oÆ ials are now
grouped together and so are des riptions of the mourning.
Thousands of people have attended a eremony in Nairobi
ommemorating the rst anniversary of the deadly bombings atta ks against U.S. Embassies in Kenya and Tanzania.
Kenyans are observing a national day of mourning in honor
of the 215 people who died there.
Saudi dissident Osama bin Laden, a used of masterminding
the atta ks, and nine others are still at large. U.S. federal
prose utors have harged 17 people in the bombings.
President Clinton said, "The intended vi tims of this vi ious
rime stood for everything that is right about our ountry
and the world". Albright said that the mourning ontinues.
Figure 7: A Summary produ ed using the Augmented algorithm. Related senten es are grouped
into paragraphs.

5.2

Evaluation

Following the same methodology used to evaluate the MO
and the CO algorithms, we asked the judges to grade 20
summaries produ ed by the Augmented algorithm. Results
are shown in Figure 8.
The manual e ort needed to ompare and judge system
output is extensive; onsider that ea h human judge had to
read three summaries for ea h input set as well as skim the
input texts to verify that no misleading order was introdu ed
in the summaries. Consequently, the evaluation that we
performed to date is limited. Still, this evaluation shows a
signi ant improvement in the quality of the orderings from
the CO algorithm to the augmented algorithm. To assess the
signi an e of the improvement, we used the Fisher exa t
test, on ating Poor and Fair summaries into one ategory.
This test is adapted to our ase be ause of the redu ed size
of our test set. We obtained a p value of 0.014 [20℄.

6. RELATED WORK
Finding an a eptable ordering has not been studied before in summarization. In single do ument summarization,

Majority Ordering
Chronologi al Ordering
Augmented Ordering

Poor
2
7
2

Fair
12
7
7

Good
6
6
11

Figure 8: Evaluation of the the Majority Ordering, the
Chronologi al Ordering and the Augmented Ordering.

summary senten es are typi ally arranged in the same order
that they were found in the full do ument (although [10℄
reports that human summarizers do sometimes hange the
original order). In multido ument summarization, the summary onsists of fragments of text or senten es that were
sele ted from di erent texts. Thus, there is no omplete
ordering of summary senten es that an be found in the
original do uments.
The ordering task has been extensively investigated in the
generation ommunity [14, 17, 9, 2, 16℄. One approa h is
top-down, using s hemas [14℄ or plans [5℄ to determine the
organizational stru ture of the text. This appproa h postulates a rhetori al stru ture whi h an be used to sele t information from an underlying knowledge base. Be ause the
domain is limited, an en oding an be developed of the kinds
of propositional ontent that mat h rhetori al elements of
the s hema or plan, thereby allowing ontent to be sele ted
and ordered. Rhetori al Stru ture Theory (RST) allows for
more exibility in ordering ontent. The relations o ur between pairs of propositions. Constraints based on intention
(e.g., [17℄), plan-like onventions [9℄, or stylisti onstraints
[2℄ are used as pre onditions on the plan operators ontaining RST relations to determine when a relation is used and
how it is ordered with respe t to other relations.
MultiGen generates summaries of news on any topi . In
an un onstrained domain like this, it would be impossible
to enumerate the semanti s for all possible types of senten es whi h ould mat h the elements of a s hema, a plan
or rhetori al relations. Furthermore, it would be diÆ ult to
spe ify a generi rhetori al plan for a summary of news. Instead, ontent determination in MultiGen is opportunisti ,
depending on the kinds of similarities that happen to exist
between a set of news do uments. Similarly, we des ribe
here an ordering s heme that is opportunisti and bottomup, depending on the oheren e and temporal onne tions
that happen to exist between sele ted text. Our approa h
is similar to the use of basi blo ks [16℄ where a bottom-up
te hnique is used to group together stret hes of text in a
long, generated do ument by nding propositions that are
related by a ommon fo us. Sin e this approa h was developed for a generation system, it nds related propositions by
omparisons of proposition arguments at the semanti level.
In our ase, we are dealing with a surfa e representation, so
we nd alternative methods for grouping text fragments.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we investigated information ordering onstraints in multido ument summarization. We analyzed two
naive ordering algorithms, the Majority Ordering (MO) and
the Chronologi al Ordering (CO). We show that the MO algorithm performs well only when all input texts follow similar presentation of the information. The CO algorithm an
provide an a eptable solution for many ases, but is not
suÆ ient when summaries ontain information that is not

event based. We report on the experiments we ondu ted
to identify other onstraints ontributing to ordering. We
show that ohesion is an important fa tor, and des ribe an
operational way to in orporate it in the CO algorithm. This
results in a de nite improvement of the overall quality of automati ally generated summaries.
In future work, we rst plan to extend our olle tion of
multiple orderings, so that we an extra t more regularities and understand better how human order information to
produ e a readable and uent text. Even though we did
not en ounter any misleading inferen es introdu ed by reordering MultiGen output, we plan to do an extended study
of the side e e ts aused by reorderings. We also plan to
investigate whether the MO algorithm an be improved by
applying it on ohesive blo ks of themes, rather than themes.
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